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“This timely and extremely relevant collection will be very useful reading for scholars, students,

and practitioners interested to understand India’s path from democracy to dictatorship and from

secularism to theocracy.”— Dr. Ashok Swain, Uppsala University“Pieter’s work is meticulously

researched, dogged, and consistently sheds light on the connection between neoliberalism,

white supremacy, Hindutva, and violence. An important book to understand the present political

moment.”— Suchitra Vijayan, The Polis Project“This compilation highlights the problematic

character of Hindutva ideology, provides a profound insight on RSS and its international

subsidiaries, and is highly relevant for national and international audiences interested in

understanding the slow collapse of a plural democracy in India.”— Dr. Ritumbra Manuvie,

University of Groningen“What makes Friedrich’s compendium especially compelling is that its

reportage is at once a contemporary account and a historical lens for future generations that

will want to mine the depths of Hindutva fascism’s beginning, middle and end; for there should

be no doubt that, like all self-destructive xenophobic ideologies, Hindu Nationalism, too, shall

come to grief, sooner than later.”— Ajit Sahi, Indian journalist and activist“We hope Indians

(particularly Hindus) the world over pay attention to this timely and well-researched book which

chronicles the rise of Hindu Nationalism and consequent decline of democracy, religious

freedom and human rights in India.”— Hindus for Human Rights
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Americans Protesting Against RSS?15 September 2018As nine-year-old Hardit Singh joined a

march to protest the Second World Hindu Congress held from 7-9 September at the Westin

Hotel in suburban Chicago, he searched for words to articulate the caste system.“They have

like four different — you know how they have like temples, and kings, and leaders, and then

they have this tower,” said Hardit. “It’s like Egyptians. Like in a pyramid.” As he gesticulated,

trying to wrap his mind around the system by speaking with his hands, he grasped that caste is

connected to inequalities in power and wealth distribution. “Who gets the less money and who

gets the most money. Like the kings, they’re at the top. And the poor, they’re at the bottom or

not even in the thing. There’s like four stages. I don’t remember all of them, but the last one is

separated into a Touchable and an Untouchable.”“Sikhs do not support that,” concluded the

turbaned young Sikh. “We think everyone is equal. The kings and the poor are all together.

They’re one thing on this earth.”Marching near Hardit was 26-year-old Gohar from Illinois, who

explained that they were protesting the presence of the RSS at the Congress. “They degrade

human lives,” said Gohar. “There are so many Sikhs and so many Dalits who are living in fear.”

Gesturing to Hardit, he said, “He’s Sikh, and I’m Muslim. We’re marching together against

brutality. We just don’t want killings.” Walking alongside was Hardit’s grandfather, Gurnam

Singh from Virginia, who added, “Christians are also with us.”Controversy began swirling

around the Congress shortly after Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) Sarsanghchalak

(Supreme Leader) Mohan Bhagwat was announced as the keynote speaker. Representative

Tulsi Gabbard of Hawaii, the first Hindu elected to US Congress, was originally scheduled to

chair the event. She resigned, however, after calling the Congress a “platform for partisan

politics in India” in a letter to Abhaya Asthana, president of Vishwa Hindu Parishad of America

(VHPA), the host organization.Reports also circulated that Swami Vigyananand, the Vishwa

Hindu Parishad of India (VHP) Joint General Secretary who conceived and organized the

Congress, once praised his organization’s controversial “trishul distribution” program, stating,

“You can’t kill with the trishul but symbols and ideas are interconnected by the law of

association. When the mind gets ready, everything is possible.”More recently, a speaker in the

Congress’s education channel, Sankrant Sanu, made headlines last month after describing



critics of the RSS role in Kerala flood relief as “cockroaches,” a term infamously used for the

Tutsi victims of the 1994 Rwandan Genocide. On the inaugural day of the Congress, Sanu

declared, “India needs to be declared an official Hindu State.”Such demands prompted

protestors to turn out en masse on the second and third days of the Congress. “They want to

convert everybody,” warned Mohammad from Chicago. “They want to make India a Hindu

nation. They are saying that what they are doing is for Hindu people, but Hindu religion doesn’t

in any way promote terrorism, Hindu religion doesn’t support killing, Hindu religion doesn’t

support pushing the minorities. Hindu religion is good, but these people are trying to bring

extreme values.”Prominent speakers at the Congress, who knew it would be protested,

presented protestors as anti-Hindu. A week before the event, Indian-American author Rajiv

Malhotra released a video claiming it was “being attacked.” Interpreting the “vicious attacks” as

a campaign “started by Indian leftists in the United States,” he suggested protests were an

assault on the rights of Hindus to practice their religion. “There is absolutely no reason why

Hindus should be ashamed,” said Malhotra. “There is really no reason why a World Hindu

Congress would be a bad idea.”Protestors like Mohammad, however, countered Malhotra’s

suggestion that they were against a Hindu religious gathering. “We are not protesting against

Hindus,” he said. “We are protesting against the RSS and the VHP who are the main chief

guests for this conference. They are the people behind the whole bloodshed in India.” That

refrain was echoed again and again by protestors. “They’re pretending this is a faith

conference, but it’s not,” said Protiti from Chicago, adding, “They’re preaching hatred against

minorities.” An elderly Sikh man said, “RSS has a convention here. We are not protesting

against Hindus. We are protesting against RSS.” All three held the same sign: “RSS is a threat

to India.”Nearby, Ahmed from Indiana held a sign reading “RSS kills Christians, burns

churches.” Commenting on the Congress, he said, “They’re trying to make it a political

philosophy that, in order to be a true Indian, you have to be a Hindu…. Nothing’s wrong with

being a Hindu. I’m protesting the idea that, in order to be an Indian, which I am, you have to be

a Hindu, which I’m not. It’s a protest against Hindu nationalism.” Adding that “there’s a lot of

nationalism based on religion throughout the world,” he said it should be opposed in all forms

and that “even Muslim nationalism is not something that should be encouraged.” However, he

argued the need of the hour was to stand against the RSS.The same message galvanized

other protestors. Daljit Singh from California, dressed as a Nihang, stood on a grassy slope

near the sign to the Westin Hotel. Displaying a sign reading “RSS out of India,” he declared,

“They’re terrorists. They’re more dangerous than anybody else. They killed Sikhs in 1984. They

killed Muslims in Gujarat. They killed Christians in Odisha.” Daljit was confused as to why

Bhagwat was allowed into the country. “They killed thousands of people in India. I don’t know

why they are here. They try to do here the same thing they did in India. We don’t want them to

kill our people here.” Standing on the sidewalk, Davinder Singh of Virginia held a banner

reading “end Brahmin theocracy: save India from fascism.” He warned, “RSS is a terrorist.

Sanatan Sanstha is a terrorist. They attack all the peoples.”Pawan Singh, also from Virginia,

carried a sign reading: “Quit killing humans to protect unholy cows.”As the protestors

concluded their first day of protests with a march around the hotel property, Pawan stated, “I

am here to raise my voice against the terrorist forces of Hindutva who are trying to corrupt the

mainstream American institutions.” He claimed Hindutva — the political philosophy which

unites the RSS and VHP — is being exported to America, warning, “Terroristic forces of

Hindutva, including Mohan Bhagwat, have come here to legitimize the genocides of minorities

that they have committed.” He suggested that atrocities may have occurred in secret, stating,

“There are many more that we do not even know of because most of the media is under strict



control of the Indian government which is essentially being run by RSS.”While protestors

displayed a banner reading “prosecute Mohan Bhagwat for crimes against humanity,” the RSS

chief took the stage at the Congress to state, “We even allow the pests to live.” Claiming that

“you have to tackle” the “people who may oppose us,” he called for centralization of Hindus

under the RSS banner. Although lions and tigers aren’t know for moving in packs, he argued,

“Even that lion or a royal Bengal tiger, who is the king of the jungle, if he is alone, wild dogs can

invade and destroy him.”Bhagwat did not specify if the protestors were one of the intended

targets of his “wild dogs” terminology. What was obvious, however, was that “dogs,”

“cockroaches,” and “pests” — that is, terminology typically applied to vermin — was recurrent

rhetoric employed to describe those opposed to the RSS both at the Congress and in the

weeks leading up to it.Hundreds of protestors from all walks of life, religions, and nationalities

rallied and marched for hours over two days of protest. Dozens of children were present,

including one girl of perhaps six-years-old who briefly led chants of “RSS, go away.” Both days

of protest concluded with distribution of langar [free community meals] by the Sikhs. Protestor

after protestor reiterated that they were protesting the RSS, not Hinduism.Nevertheless,

Congress speaker Sankrant Sanu, who imitated Malhotra by releasing a video about the

“attack” on the event, concluded, “These are very, very radical, extremist hate groups that

cannot tolerate the Indian traditions and the Hindu traditions which we talk about in a positive

light. So I would ignore the noise.”If we are to go by the words of nine-year-old Hardit Singh,

however, these noisemakers were raising their voices for a radical equality. An equality in which

rich and poor, high and low, king and peasant are all considered to be on the same level. That

might explain why another one of the banners carried by protestors declared, “No human is

untouchable: reject caste system.”Originally published by The Citizen [].Disaster for

Democracy: How The Modi Wave Flooded India With Fascism28 May 2019“In the west, we

have labels,” commented journalist François Gautier on WION TV, during a panel about the

results of India’s 2019 general election. “Right, left. Far-right, far-left. We keep applying them to

India, where they’re not applicable. We cannot apply to India labels we use in the West. To say

that the BJP is far-right is completely wrong.”The election was over. The Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP) had won a resounding victory, seizing power once again, with a seat-count in India’s Lok

Sabha that surpassed even its decisive showing in the 2014 elections. Meanwhile, Gautier —

described by India’s National Herald as a French-born “BJP cheerleader” — was speaking

truth. The BJP is not far-right. But it is authoritarian and fascist.Moments after Gautier spoke,

WION’s political editor Kartikeya Sharma shed some light on how the BJP may have defeated

the opposition: it has infrastructural strength. It is backed by hordes of apparatchiks. “People

who are not married, who don’t have families, who have dedicated their lives completely to the

party,” said Sharma. “They land up in a state two years before [the election]. They are living in

rented apartments. Along with them, they have an army of youngsters. This is the way. How are

you going to compete with that kind of a thing?”Indeed, fueled by such fanaticism, the

organizational power of the Modi wave (a term coined to describe the tsunami of support for

BJP Prime Minister Narendra Modi) has floated a second BJP victory. India is now on the brink

of another five years of subjugation to an authoritarian regime. By 2024, the country will have

endured a full decade of BJP rule.I joined Sharma, Gautier and others on WION to offer my

take on the election. “This is a disaster for democracy,” I began. “We have to remember that

democracy doesn’t just mean taking two seconds to push a button once every five years and

pick somebody to rule the country. Democracy’s actually about the society. It’s more than the

act of voting. It’s about democratic rights, and those democratic rights are in short supply in

India today. We can see that India is fast becoming what it has already progressed far along



the path towards becoming, which is an organized, centralized, authoritarian democracy —

which is fascism.”That’s when WION cut my mike and severed the interview. “This is not even

acceptable that India is becoming an authoritarian state,” responded Sharma. “India is one

postcolonial nation which has very successfully demonstrated its ability to transition from one

regime to another regime through peaceful elections. I think this comment is unacceptable.”The

irony that fascism involves restricting free speech only to “acceptable” answers was lost on him.

However, Sharma’s choice of the word regime — which is generally defined as an authoritarian

government — was deeply appropriate.Last year, an Indian high school teacher was arrested

for writing on Facebook, “Voting for Modi is like garlanding a dog.” Perhaps such rhetoric is

neither the most respectful nor the most constructive way to promote dialogue about the

country’s political problems. Yet the arrest exemplifies the nature of life under the Modi regime,

where expressing discontent, contempt and especially dissent can land an Indian citizen

behind bars.“India’s claim to democracy, rather as the world’s largest functional democracy,

solely rests on its record of regularly held elections,” notes jailed Dalit activist Anand

Teltumbde. “Although they are more of a ritual observed with massive money and muscle

power than the expression of the will of the people, they have sustained the illusion of

democracy.” Teltumbde argues that “the de jure democracy has always been de facto

plutocracy, the rule of the money bags.” He concludes that it was only “a matter of time” before

that plutocracy would become exactly what I told WION it was — “an organized, centralized,

authoritarian democracy, which is what fascism is.”The emergence of India as a fascist nation

ruled by the BJP with Modi as its figurehead is no surprise considering the origins of the BJP.

Nor is it a surprise considering the identity of those unmarried, fanatically devoted party

workers and their army of youngsters who provide the BJP’s infrastructural base. Nor is it a

surprise considering the history of Modi himself.Milestones marking the route to the 23 May

2019 results were laid both a century and a half-century ago.In 1925, the Rashtriya

Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) was formed. A paramilitary force, uniformed and armed, it was

dedicated to the idea that all Indians collectively constitute a Hindu race; committed to basing

the entirety of Indian society, culture and politics on religion; devoted to the notion that only a

race traitor would vote for anyone but a Hindu nationalist; and convinced that it was treason

against the mother nation for an Indian to be anything but a Hindu.The second milestone

happened in 1971, when Narendra Modi joined the RSS as a pracharak — a full-time worker

sworn to celibacy.Modi joined in Ahmedabad, the largest city (and then capital) of Gujarat.

Modi’s home state, Gujarat, lies just north of Maharashtra, the state in which the RSS was

founded and in which it maintains its headquarters. At the time, M. S. Golwalkar was nearing

the end of his tenure as the RSS’s longest-serving and most influential leader. Golwalkar had

just excited controversy with a keynote speech at a 1968 RSS rally in Ahmedabad, in which he

demanded that India be declared a Hindu rashtra (nation). The following year, his petition was

sealed in blood when the RSS led riots that left over 400 Muslims dead.When Golwalkar died

in 1973, the RSS was just becoming a political force and Modi was just beginning his public

life. In 1980, the RSS founded the BJP as its political wing. Its principal apparatchiks were

drawn from the ranks of RSS pracharaks. Thus, in 1987 — only two years after another series

of riots in Ahmedabad — the RSS assigned Modi to help build the new party.For months,

beginning in February 1985, mobs led by members of the RSS and BJP first attacked lower

caste communities and then Muslims. Survivors accuse even the police of joining in the

violence, which left hundreds dead. Modi was definitely present in Gujarat during the violence.

His role, however, remains unknown. Yet his work within the BJP soon precipitated even

deadlier riots.In the early 1990s, Modi began to validate the party’s religious nationalist



credentials and emerged as a key organizer of its Ram janmabhoomi (Ram’s birthplace)

campaign.After Golwalkar founded the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) as the RSS’s religious

wing, the VHP initiated an aggressive movement to reclaim the site where the mythological

figure Ram was supposedly born. On that site, they insisted, now stood the sixteenth-century

Babri mosque. Claiming that the mosque was built following the demolition of a Ram temple,

they demanded the temple be rebuilt.Recognizing the political potential of this move, the BJP

joined the VHP’s campaign and adopted the construction of the Ram temple as a plank of the

party’s agenda. In 1990, BJP President L. K. Advani began a Ram rath yatra (Ram chariot

procession), criss-crossing India in a minibus decked out as a chariot. He was trailed by

thousands of kar sevaks (volunteers) from the RSS, VHP and other affiliated groups.Violence,

unsurprisingly, plagued the procession. Riots broke out along the way. Hundreds died in

conflicts between Hindus and Muslims. Yet this seemed to prove a successful strategy for the

BJP. Despite not actually securing power, they performed exceptionally well in the 1991 general

elections. In 1992, however, the movement spun out of control.In December of that year,

Advani headlined a rally outside the Babri mosque. He was joined by Murli Manohar Joshi, who

had succeeded him as BJP president. As they spoke, the 150,000 strong crowd moved

towards the mosque and began to tear it down. The demolition quickly devolved into a

massacre. Nationwide riots, lasting for months, left up to 3,000 Muslims dead.When India’s

central government briefly banned both the VHP and the RSS, Modi joined Joshi on a trip to

the US. They were greeted on arrival by Suresh Jani of New Jersey, who had in 1991 — on

Advani’s orders — co-founded the Overseas Friends of the BJP (OFBJP) to counter the

negative international press the party was receiving as a result of its Ram janmabhoomi

campaign. During his US tour, Modi stayed with Jani, as well as with Bharat Barai of Indiana,

who was then a governing council member of VHP America.Back in India, Modi swiftly

advanced up the BJP hierarchy. By 1995, he was working out of the national party

headquarters in New Delhi. He did not, however, forget his friends in the OFBJP, returning to

the US for another tour in 1997. When the BJP emerged victorious in the 1998 general

election, he was rewarded with the powerful position of party organizing secretary.Then he got

his hands on real political power.In October 2001, Gujarat’s chief minister Keshubhai Patel was

in failing health and had lost his party’s political confidence. He resigned. Modi was appointed

as his replacement. Thus, the backroom apparatchik — unmarried, with no family, whose life

was wholly dedicated to the party — assumed his first ever political office. For four months, he

remained an unelected executive. Finally, on 24 February 2002, he won a seat in the Gujarat

legislative assembly.Three days after the election, carnage engulfed Gujarat.On 27 February, a

train was set on fire in the city of Godhra. The passengers were mostly Hindu pilgrims

returning to Gujarat from a journey to the Ram janmabhoomi. Fifty-nine people (including

women and children) died in the blaze.Modi immediately labelled the conflagration an act of

terrorism and blamed it on Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). That day, his government

transported the charred bodies over 100 kilometers from Godhra to Ahmedabad. Footage of

the uncovered corpses was televised before they were handed over to the VHP. With BJP

backing, the VHP launched a state-wide shutdown on the 28th. Then the blood began to

flow.For three days, mobs ran rampage throughout the state. Over a dozen cities witnessed

major incidents of violence. By the end, up to 2,000 (or more) Muslims lay dead.Ten years

later, a special investigation team (SIT) submitted a report to the Supreme Court. It concluded

that there was “not enough evidence” to prosecute Modi for involvement in the pogrom. Indeed,

there was little direct evidence proving that he sanctioned the violence — although there was

no exculpatory evidence either. There was, however, a mountain of circumstantial



evidence.Eyewitnesses claimed that the attackers were armed with voter lists naming Muslim

victims. Witnesses identified BJP state legislator Maya Kodnani as a leader of the assailants

and even claimed that she had issued weapons and given orders. Phone records later showed

that she was at the scene of the crime and in frequent contact with police and government

officials, including Modi’s office.A few months after the pogrom, BJP state minister Haren

Pandya told Outlook magazine that he — along with other state and police officials — was

called to a meeting at Modi’s home on the night of the 27th and ordered to stand down so that

the mobs could “vent their frustration.” Sanjiv Bhatt, a high-ranking police officer, later made the

same claim. Survivors say that, when they appealed to police, they were sometimes told by

officers, “We have no orders to save you.” Witnesses claim police even fired on victims.Pandya

was murdered in 2003. “My husband’s assassination was a political murder,” asserts his wife. In

2005, his alleged assassin was murdered. BJP state minister Amit Shah — a confidante of

Modi’s — was accused of orchestrating the assassin’s killing after hiring him to murder

Pandya.In 2007, Tehelka magazine conducted a sting operation. Speaking with over a dozen

perpetrators of the pogrom, they secretly filmed them not only confessing to their involvement

but implicating Modi. Interviewees included a BJP state legislator as well as leaders of the RSS

and VHP. “He had given us three days to do whatever we could,” said legislator Haresh Bhatt,

describing Modi. “After three days, he asked us to stop and everything came to a halt … We

had three days and did what we had to in those three days.”The evidence was enough to

convince the British and American governments to turn their backs on Modi. In 2002, the UK

imposed a diplomatic boycott on him, forbidding its officials to deal directly with the Gujarati

government. In 2005, the US denied him a visa after he was invited to speak at an Indian

diaspora event in Florida.What most politicians would have interpreted as a nail in the coffin of

their political career, Modi and his supporters instead perceived as laying a firm foundation for

his future. In the US, Bharat Barai set to work promoting Modi within the Indian-American

diaspora. Rather than the butcher of Gujarat, he was cast as an economic messiah who

introduced the world to the Gujarat model of development. Every Gujarat Day, beginning in

May 2007, Barai began hosting video conferences in which Modi addressed the diaspora.
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government will only lead to bad results but I didn't know how to follow what was going on.

Indian politics were too new for me. I didn't understand the language, the references, the

terminology. In addition, it felt unsafe to ask people because you get trolled and harrassed

when you do. I had bad experiences with this. This book is really helpful because you don't

have to know anything about Indian politics to understand and follow it. It helped me gain a

good foundation so I can follow the political situation in India easily now. It also helps you see

how urgent it is. The urgency has been downplayed in American media so we need folks to tell

the truth about how bad things truly are right now.”

Victor, “Indian government’s interference in American democracy. I wanted to know more about

what I’ve been hearing and reading about India’s march away from democracy—surprisingly

discovering a lot more from this book. What I read in one sitting concerns me and it should

concern all. American strategic and economic interests are tied to India’s so called ‘largest

democracy’. Wow, upon reading the facts in this well researched and well written book opened

my eyes, I can clearly see India’s saffron fascism has taken her on a dark route—soon the

RSS Hundutva regime whose member assassinated Gandhi, will totally transform the

Gandhian legacy of non-violence, peace and pluralism into an authoritarian police state.It’s

unimaginable these crazies would engage in lynching fellow citizens over accusations of beef

eating. And, they’re now blatantly engaged in influencing our political system to support the

ruling BJP Government’s agenda, as Pieter points out—that’s beyond Russian interference we

hear about.I thought Pakistan was a failed democracy, but India is getting worse I learn.It’s a

must read for anyone who cares about the land of India. Also, about the danger of a fascist

nuclear power that could threaten world peace with its action in Kashmir.”

Tahsin, “The land of peace is turning into the land of hate, rape and injustice. The author,

despite, having no Indian roots, other than the common root of humanity and truthfulness, is

telling the world how the modern Nazi's of India are ruling ruthlessly with no justice for

minorities, Christians, Muslims and others. Now I understand why Amnesty's international

office was sealed along with many other international human rights and press organizations

this year in 2020. Shockingly, the RSS/BJP poison of hate spread like cancer even in the US

(Congress and Senate) under the disguise of peace and friendship. Hinduism is a great religion

but it has been hijacked just like how ISIS did for Muslims/Islam.Hopefully, now with Biden

taking over the US leadership soon, the Indian Nazis or RSS/BJP government and other

dictators of the world will rollback to normalcy and treat everyone with equality. Thank you,

Pieter.”

SK, “Very Detailed and Factual Research - Spot On!!. Pieter seems to have done a lot of

research on this topic and compiled it very well; backed it up with facts and actual real-life

references. It's obvious that he does not have any bias and it looks like what drives his passion

is his concern for this dangerous trend, especially their influence across the world. I noticed

that all the negative reviews are people who seem to support this fascism and are afraid that

somebody is exposing them. Truth hurts!!”

BPM KUMARAN, “Good job, Pieter. The author is a great man who understands the saffron

politics very well and has been in the forefront of knowledge sharing on this threat to

communal harmony in India.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “excellent excellent excellent and excellent. very good book excellent



detail and goes to the point and clear . highly recommended. please do read it. one work for it

excellent.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Worth reading book to understand human rights abuse in India by RSS

Hindutva forces. This is great book and learnt a lot from it. A must reading book for every

Indian.”

Raz, “Perfectly Executed Book. This book chronicles RSS and Modi rise and the causes and

influences surrounding the rise.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thank you. Thank you for telling truth to the world about fascist”

The book by Pieter Friedrich has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 116 people have provided feedback.
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